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Organized Crime Definition 
 

A general definition of the term “organized crime” does not exist, because organized crime 

activity varies across countries, regions, crime-types, and nature of its organization.  

However, the United Nations Convention on Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) 

contains a definition of 'organized criminal group'. In Article 2(a)1: 

 

• A group of three or more persons that was not randomly formed; 

• Existing for a period of time; 

• Acting in concert with the aim of committing at least one crime punishable by at 

least four years' incarceration; 

• In order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit. 

This has been the definition that Mission 89 has used to identify, compile and analyze the 

case studies presented in this document.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
1 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/intro/UNTOC.html 
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Baseball 

Background:  

Stemming from Fidel Castro’s elimination of professional baseball in Cuba and the United 

States trade embargo against Cuba, current Cuban baseball players wanting to pursue a 

professional baseball career are left with no choice but to defect from their home, with a 

slim chance of ever returning. More than 200 Cubans have defected in order to play 

professional baseball, however only thirty-six have played Major League Baseball (“MLB”) 

thus far2.  Despite being the high-risk option, Cubans prefer to play in the MLB, mainly 

because of the large contracts, the size of which varies depending on the caliber of the 

team. While small market teams are willing to pay more for young Cuban prospects, the 

large market teams “prefer to spend their money on known commodities”.  

In reality, Cubans have only two options if they want to play professional baseball, both of 

which require an initial abandonment of their homeland. They can either defect directly to 

the U.S. to enter the amateur draft (essentially acquiring “legal resident” status), or they 

can follow Joe Cubas’ route to international free agency and take advantage of the 

“loophole”. To better explain the latter option, in 1995, a Cuban-American agent named 

Joe Cubas discovered a loophole in the MLB rules for Cuban defectors to avoid the 

amateur draft; if a Cuban ballplayer goes to a country other than the United States (often 

the Dominican Republic or the Bahamas) and establishes legal residency, then he can 

enter the league as any other international player and become a free agent. Defecting by 

sea is extremely dangerous because players are forced to take desperate measures to 

avoid being interdicted in the ocean. Furthermore, the boats that Cubans use are 

frequently poorly constructed, overflowing, and unsafe. Despite the fact that one of the 

major goals of the 1995 U.S.- Cuba migration treaty is safe travel, the leniency of U.S. 

immigration laws encourages Cuban refugees to take the short, yet treacherous, journey 

to America.3 

Critically, Cuban ballplayers are increasingly dependent on professional smugglers from 

the United States. Human or immigrant smuggling is “a contractual agreement in which 

 
2 Goorabian, Drew M. "Baseball's Cuban Missile Crisis: How the United States and Major League Baseball Can End 
Cuban Ballplayer Trafficking." UCLA J. Int'l L. Foreign Aff. 20 (2016): 425. 
3 Hanlon, S. (2020). Addressing Human Trafficking in the Context of Major League Baseball and the Cuban Baseball 
Federation. DePaul J. Sports L., 16, i. 
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one person (the smuggler) agrees to take, guide, or transport another person (n recent 

years, some Major League Baseball players have revealed that a variety of criminals have 

been kidnapping and extorting talented Cuban players before they can get a major league 

contract — in order to get a cut of their future earnings. Some of these traffickers have 

been proven to have ties to organized crime, such drug cartels in Central and South 

America.  

This issue has only recently started to gain attention from courts and investigators — the 

first conviction of a smuggler for trafficking Cuban ballplayers happened in 2011. These 

trafficking cases involve dozens of Cuban ballplayers, most of whom never even make it 

to the major leagues. 

Case Studies: 

1. Yasiel Puig  

o In 2012, Cuban-born Yasiel Puig became a victim of human trafficking in baseball. 

Due to his desire to play in Major League Baseball. 

o  Puig essentially struck up a deal with a Cuban-born intermediary living in Florida, Raul 

Pacheco, who then arranged to pay $250,000 to a set of smugglers to get Puig out of 

Cuba. In return, Puig would owe Pacheco 20 percent of whatever he made in the major 

leagues. 

o  It was later found that the smugglers were linked to the criminal enterprise Los 

Zetas — a Mexican drug cartel involved in cocaine, smuggling, armed robberies 

and kidnap-for-ransom plots.45  

o Once Puig, several other Cubans, and the smugglers arrived on the Mexican island of 

Isla Mujeres, though, the smugglers upped the price to $400,000 — and when  

 
4 Schowengerdt, R. C. (2020). YOU’RE OUT: HOW OFAC’S REGULATORY CHANGEUP ENABLES CUBAN BASEBALL 
PLAYER SMUGGLING TO THE UNITED STATES. 
5 http://www.latimes.com/sports/dodgersnow/la-sp-dn-dodgers-yasiel-puig-journey-
20140413,0,7761986.story#ixzz2z60I2kfv 
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Pacheco couldn't pay, they held Puig and his fellow smuggling victims’ hostage in a 

motel.  

o Pacheco ultimately got together with several Miami financiers, and hired a team of 

fixers to arrange to break Puig and the others out of the motel.  

o After the entire ordeal, Puig and Pacheco made their way to Mexico to undergo 

baseball trials, and then eventually made their way to the U.S. On June 28 th 2012, 

Puig would later go on to sign for the LA Dodgers in a deal worth $42million over a 

seven year contract.  

2. Leonys Martin 

o Martin was smuggled out of Cuba in 2010 — he was originally supposed to go straight 

to the United States, but after missing his boat, he was coerced by a Cuban smuggler 

(or lanchero) into going to Cancun instead.  

o When he got to Cancun, he was turned over to a couple of criminals who ran a 

shady operation called Estrellas de Beisbol (Stars of Baseball); they passed 

their business off as a training academy, but it was basically a front for a criminal 

syndicate involved in player smuggling.6 

o According to Martin, the operators held him hostage in their training complex for 

several months, and made him work out for any American scouts who came by to see 

him.  

o He was only released when he signed a $15.5 million contract with the Texas Rangers 

— 35 percent of which was apparently supposed to go to the smugglers. In 2012, 

Martin filed a lawsuit against the smugglers, saying that he'd had to pay them $1.35 

million to avoid "reprisals against his family," according to the Times of Havana.  

o In 2013, the two men who operated the Cancun training complex were charged 

with conspiring to traffic and extort thirteen Cuban players into the US via 

Mexico, including Martin. (The two men were already serving prison sentences in  

 
6 Greenberg, J. A. (2019). The Political Economy of Cuban Baseball Player Smuggling and Its Possible Impacts on 

International and Domestic Law. Colum. J. Transnat'l L., 58, 443. 

http://www.havanatimes.org/?p=100486&print=1
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the US for their role in an earlier insurance-fraud case.) One of them pled guilty in 

August 2014. 7 

Athletics (Long-distance runners) 

Background 

Athletes themselves move for a number of reasons, including following, or finding coaches, 

to receive further education, for financial incentives and often for better training and 

support systems. This is particularly the case with the highly technical field events such 

as pole vaulting where training facilities and equipment are expensive and complex.  

These movements are commonplace in track and field, with athletes lured to compete for 

a new nation by significant financial incentives. For example, Stephen Cherono, a Kenyan 

steeplechaser, moved to Qatar because of a large financial package, including 

US$1000/month for life (Omok 2004). Ten Kenyans competed at the 2003 world 

championships for countries other than Kenya. These moves from poor countries to oil 

rich ones have been heavily criticized, both by the countries losing their athletes and 

athletics’ international governing body. 

 For instance, The National President of the National Athletics Association of Zimbabwe 

(NAAZ) has likened the athletics trade to a ‘poverty game’8. In 2017, the President of what 

is now World Athletics expressed his deep concerns about African runners being bought 

by richer nation as and exploited, and stated that “We can’t have an element of our sport 

that has descended into human trafficking. This is just basic human rights – and it has to 

be addressed.” 9  Some scholars have even echoed the slave-trade metaphor of 

 
7 Cuellar, M. F. (2014). Runners Left on Base: Cuban Baseball Defection Experience and a Reevaluation of Baseball 

Diplomacy (Doctoral dissertation, UC Santa Barbara). 
8 Connor, J., & Griffin, A. (2009, December). The muscle trade: international track and field athlete mobility, colonialism and 

development. In TASA CONFERENCE (pp. 1-13). 
9 https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2017/aug/04/sebastian-coe-human-trafficking-athletics-iaaf-integrity-unit 
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Hoberman10, in stating that Kenya ‘is losing its best athletes in what is being referred to as 

modern day slave trade or human trafficking’11. 

In summary, the migration of athletes from the Horn of Africa (Somalia,Ethiopia, Erithrea, 

Djibouti, Kenya) to gulf-countries in particular has increasingly come under more scrutiny 

as a result of alleged trafficking and abuse of athletes, with links to organized crime.  

 

Case Studies 

1. Leonard Mucheru 

o  A Kenyan distance runner, who moved to Bahrain in 2003. The attractions were 

manifold, not least because it is so difficult to make it into the Kenyan national team, 

which has a proliferation of world-class runners. 

o  But Mucheru quickly realized the promises he had been made when he agreed to 

switch allegiance were not going to be honored. 

o “I began to feel like a slave,” he says. “When we got to Bahrain we realized that these 

guys could not allow you to go in a shop, to go to an entertainment joint. They 

would take your passport. I told them no because I need it to send money to my 

family back home. But they said I wasn’t allowed to leave the hotel room anyway. 

o “They promised that once we changed citizenship, we would get a contract but we 

never signed anything so there was nothing binding and no regulations. I got injured 

in 2006 and went a full year without being paid by the Bahrain Athletics 

Federation.” 

o Bahrain rejects Mucheru’s allegations and says that no official complaint was ever 

lodged. 

 

 

 

 
10 Hoberman, J. (2007). Listening to steroids. Ethics in sport, 235-252. 
11 Simiyu Njororai, W. W. (2012). Distance running in Kenya: athletics labour migration and its 
consequences. Leisure/loisir, 36(2), 187-209. 
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2. Lily Abdullayeva 

o Lily Abdullayeva was spotted at her local club in Addis Ababa by a Turkish coach 

who persuaded her to switch allegiance to Azerbaijan 

o “They promised me a good salary, a house, and expensive cars if I won races,” 

Ethiopian middle-distance runner Lily Abdullayeva, who switched her national 

allegiance to Azerbaijan, told The Guardian in a 2017 expose12. “But I never received 

any. I had my prize money stolen, was tricked into taking drugs and I would advise 

anyone against doing it.” 

o After achieving success on the international circuit, most notably the 3,000m bronze 

at the 2011 European Indoor Championships in Paris, her coaches began plying her 

with drugs orally and via injections in order to succeed at London 2012  

o In 2013 she had been given $25,000 by the government for winning a race but claims 

the Azerbaijan Athletics Federation president took $7,000 of that money and 

also refused to continue paying her salary. “He promised to send the rest of the 

prize money to me when I was back in Ethiopia but never did,” she says. 

o “I was at a training camp in Georgia and Mitin Sesak(Turkish Coach) gave me some 

injections. He said he was giving me small injections, not the big ones, yet. His target 

was the Olympics and world championships. He didn’t want us to have very good 

results before then because the government would not be feeling as happy if we get 

medals at the Olympics so he saved the stronger stuff.” 

o MItin Sesak is now serving a lifetime ban from athletics as a result of a case brought 

by Turkish anti-doping authorities. 

 

 

 

 

 
12 https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2017/aug/03/sporting-slaves-ethiopian-trade-athletes-lily-abdullayeva-
azerbaijan 
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Football 

Background 

It is a well know fact that the game of football and the successes of its players have 

instigated a growing aspiration within youngsters all over the world. The need to 

develop such young talents have led to the recruitment young boys, and increasingly 

girls, in many parts of the Global South, namely on the African and Latin American 

continents. In the same light, it has also increased the motivation of traffickers to prey 

on aspiring young talents who often lack the opportunities that some of the peers in 

the Western world possess.  

In 2015, an article in the international press claimed that 15,000 young players were 

moved from West Africa yearly under false pretence.13 The hidden nature of the crime 

means that the number could be higher. In Belgium, 442 cases of ‘African soccer 

slaves’ were uncovered by Senator Jean Marie Dedecker when he exposed the illegal 

trade in Nigerian players within European football14.  

Despite the growing body of research and reporting around this issue, what is lesser 

known and explored is the ties between the human trafficking of footballers and 

organized crime.  

 

Case Studies 

1. Olawale Sunday 

 

o At age 21, Wale left Nigeria in 2013, having paid $3350 to a rogue agent who 

had promised him a trial with an unnamed club in Russia, a destination now 

revered among African football circles for its generous financial rewards.15 

o Accompanied by a group of similar recruits, they arrived in Dubai and were 

each given one-way tickets to Dushanbe, where they were then met by a 

 
13 Guilbert, K. "Chasing dreams: Young African footballers duped, dumped by traffickers." Reuters Africa, Retrieved from http://af. reuters. 

com/article/sportsNews/idAFKBN0TQ0IS 20151207 (2015). 
14Esson, James, and Eleanor Drywood. "Challenging popular representations of child trafficking in football."  Journal of Criminological Research, Policy 
and Practice (2018). 
15 https://thediplomat.com/2015/09/selling-dreams-along-the-silk-road/ 

https://thediplomat.com/2015/09/selling-dreams-along-the-silk-road/
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Ghanaian merchant-of-sorts: “Charles [the Ghanaian] met us off the plane and 

told us we would play for Lokomotiv Dushanbe,”  

o Quite why Charles was in Tajikistan was never properly explained, although his 

role in assuring the young players upon reaching Dushanbe, with hindsight, 

appears crucial in the process: “Charles married a Tajik girl so he is stuck there 

forever,” Wale reveals as if discussing a lengthy period of incarceration. “He uses 

players as slaves.”  

o After three months at Lokomotiv, Wale decided to break free and move north, 

having received a recommendation from his friend, Ebeneezer, who had arranged 

a trial with Alga, a team from Kyrgyzstan’s capital. Having organized his Kyrgyz 

visa independently, Wale then paid $60 to board a marshrutka (minibus) for two 

days, crossing several high-risk mountain passes, before reaching Bishkek, but 

not without the ubiquitous struggle most foreigners encounter with Central Asian 

bureaucracy: “I was detained on the Tajik-Kyrgyz border for several hours, for no 

reason,” he says. 

o Wale’s difficulties were never openly discussed, out of an element of 

embarrassment and perhaps shame, as he has never to this day received any 

form of remuneration from either club he has played for during his time in 

Central Asia.  

 

2. Liberian U-18 footballers  

o Back in February 2015, FIFPro — the global players union — managed to release 

almost two dozen underage players from football slavery in Laos16. 

o The youths, some as young as 14, had been invited to the country by former 

Liberian international player Alex Karmo to join his football academy, only to be 

forced to sign six-year contracts for Champasak United in Laos.  

o While their contracts promised pay and accommodation, the young players never 

received any money and were confined to the club’s stadium, where almost 30 

players slept on the floor in a shared room.17 

 
16 https://en.as.com/en/2018/04/20/football/1524252773_232754.html 
17 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-33595804 
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o The contracts they offered the youngsters enabled the club to pay them 

absolutely nothing should they want to, although Karmo says they were paid 

each month. 

o The signed deals also stated that players must pay back the cost of their 

flights from Africa, and all food and accommodation received, should they 

wish to break their contract - an unrealistic goal for players earning zero a month 

at worst and $140 at best 

o Andy Desmond of the Anti-trafficking Consultants suggests the affair must be 

viewed through the prism of the boys involved: 

“A rogue agent tells them he can get them a trial in Laos. “Where’s that?” 

they ask. They’re told it’s a country with a strong football league near China. 

Being kept under the stadium makes them seem like gladiators, just 

brought out for the show.”18 

3. Raj Perumal (Singaporean Match-fixer) 

o Match-fixing has reached extensive proportions, and the highest levels, in football, 

tainting World Cup qualifiers and Champions League matches in the process. 

Europol, its partner agencies and UEFA have had some notable successes—but 

enormous challenges still lie ahead. 

o “Match-fixing” in football is often thought of as ”throwing the result”. However these 

days, with players, match officials and coaches in on the act, even the number of 

throw-ins and the exact timing of penalties are subject to manipulation, in what are 

known as “spot fixes”. 

o FIFA, world football's governing body, fears players from the game's poorer 

nations are being "trafficked" in order to facilitate match-fixing. 

o Young footballers are targeted at junior competitions and helped to earn deals 

with clubs in Europe and South and Central America by match-fixers, who in 

 
18 https://geographical.co.uk/people/development/item/2817-football-trafficking 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-33595804
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-33595804
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return pressurize them to alter the outcome of games from which criminal 

gambling syndicates can collect huge sums19 

o Wilson Raj Perumal of Singapore, viewed as the mastermind behind a criminal 

group that sought to influence the outcome of matches between 2008 and 2011, 

was found guilty of bribing the players and was given a two-year sentence. 

o In 2011, nine former players of the Finnish League side Rovaniemi were said 

to have accepted bribes ranging from €500 (£440) to €40,000. The court said 

24 Rovaniemi matches were fixed, and that Perumal's involvement was proven 

in seven of them.20 

o FIFA's head of security, Chris Eaton believes match-fixers are trafficking players 

to help facilitate their scams. His claim comes after seven Zambians and two 

Georgians received suspended sentences following a court case into match-fixing 

in Finland on Tuesday. He stated that: 

“It is only anecdotal evidence at this stage, but it is clear. They [match-

fixers] often target people from humble origins. They will go to junior 

competitions and recruit families of players basically through the 

attraction of cash. 'I can get you a contract, or a game in Europe or South 

America' – they will invest in the development of players and officials and 

then they expect payment. They want their cut. These people are criminals, 

they are organised. They are well funded and have a long-term plan. They 

are a real and present danger to the sanctity and ethics of sport. I would 

not underestimate its seriousness."21 

 

 

 
19 https://www.irishexaminer.com/sport/soccer/arid-30513573.html 
20 https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/news/players-are-trafficked-fix-matches-claims-fifa-
2317644.html 
21 Judge, S (July 2011). “Match-fixers trafficking players to take part in scam games, says FIFA”. 
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2011/jul/21/match-fix-fifa 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2011/jul/21/match-fix-fifa
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